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8/1 Preformed all repairs required by the State of New Jersey Fire Marshal after their
inspection. Trimmed the grass at Clawson Park, Safe House, and at the Grit Yard
8/2 Mowed the grass at Clawson Park, the Little Park, the Baseball Fields, and at the
Safe House.
8/3 Mowed the grass at the Grit Yard and around the Office Building. Cleaned up the
area around the Grit Yard before the stone deliveries. Cleaned the DPW garage.
8/6 Removed and replaced the 40’ cross drain at the intersection of Saddle Shop and
Old Road. Added 1” blend to Old Road and graded the area.
8/7 Reinstalled 32’ of reinforced concrete drive way pipe on Lindbergh Road to prevent
water from draining on the road and forming ice in the winter.
8/8 Worked with the Townhip Engineer on the Linvale Road project. Picked up stones
that washed onto Lindbergh Road. Moved a down tree at the intersection of Linvale and
Mountain Roads. Cleared large branches along the side of Rocktown Road near mailbox
#144. Repaired the drainage inlet on Dutch Lane.
8/9 Attended the DOT meeting. Met with the Township Engineer to review the Linvale
Road project. Received a pile of 400 tons of 1” DGA and 25 ton of 4” Rip Rap. Trimmed
the bamboo from the sidewalk in down town Ringoes; to keep people from walking in
the street.
8/10 Re-graded the dirt section of Rocktown Road. Cut the grass at Clawson Park, the
Little Park, the Baseball Fields, the Safe House, and at the Office Building.
8/13 Rain. Checked all roads, inlets and drains after a stormy weekend. Picked up all
debris from the storm and cleaned the drains as needed.
8/14 Began road mowing on Dutch Lane. Started to load up scrap metal out of the
garage. Swept and cleaned the garage. Loaded up some of the scrap over at the Grit
Yard.
8/15 Finished the road mowing on Dutch Lane then moved the Boom mower over to
Snydertown Road to address the “line of sight” complaints. Started road mowing on
Boss Road. Sent two trucks to the scrap yard. Loaded up the balance of the scrap at the
Grit Yard and make another trip.
8/16 Continued road edge mowing on Snydertown Road. Finished the road mowing on
Boss Road and started on Rynearson Road. Trimmed the bridges, signs, and headwalls.
Mowed the soccer field when camp was over for the day.
8/17 Mowed the grass at Clawson Park, the Safe House, Baseball Fields, Office Building,
and at the Grit Yard.


















8/20 Finished the road mowing on Snydertown Road. Began road mowing on Garboski
Road. Trimmed the bridges, signs, and headwalls.
8/21 Completed the road edge mowing on Garboski and Bowne Station Roads. Start
mowing on Wagner Road. Sent the boom mower out to Boss Road to reach farther off
the road where the side arm mower can’t reach due to very wet conditions. Cleaned up
the stone at the intersection of Danberry and Van Lieus Roads.
8/22 Finished the boom mowing on Boss Road then started to mow Garboski Road.
Started side arm mowing on Toad Lane, and on Sandra and Back Brook Roads. Trimmed
the bridges, signs, and headwalls.
8/23 Finished the boom mowing on Garboski Road. Continued the side arm mowing on
Back Brook Road. Trimmed the bridges, headwalls, and signs.
8/24 Boom mowed Bowne Station, Wagner, and Rynearson Roads along with Toad
Lane. Cut the grass at Clawson Park, the Safe House, Baseball Fields, Little Park, the
Office Building, and at the Grit Yard.
8/27 Completed the side arm mowing on Back Brook Road and started on Van Lieus
Road. Patched the edges and pot holes on Garboski, Bowne Station, and Boss Roads.
Replaced both batteries in the 2013 F-550 to repair starting issues. Moved boxes from a
delivery to the basement in the afternoon.
8/28 Continued road mowing operations. Patched wash outs on the edges of Mountain
Road east of Linvale Road. Trimmed the bridges, signs, and headwalls in the afternoon.
8/29 Resumed road mowing operations. Patched the wash out on Mountain Road west
on Linvale Road in the morning. Trimmed the bridges, signs, and headwalls in the
afternoon.
8/30 Continued road mowing and trimming of the bridges, signs, and headwalls in the
morning and afternoon. Went to the County to get fuel before the end of the day for
the road mowers and lawn equipment.
8/31 Cut and trimmed the grass at Clawson Park, the Safe House, Baseball Fields, Grit
Yard, and at the Office Building in the morning. Finished the trimming, cleaned the Park
bathrooms, and brought in the speed trailer in the afternoon.

